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ABSTRACT

This report is based on a review of Pakistan's rural water supply and sanitation sector instigated by
the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) and the World Bank in September 1987. The
review was carried out by specialists in rural water engineering, hydrology, health education,
medicine, community development, economics and financial analysis.

The report summarises their findings and describes six case studies of projects in Pakistan which
have successfully adopted appropriate technologies and encouraged community participation. The
case studies are:

* The Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP)
This programme covers three of the poorest districts in Northern Pakistan, with a total
population of about 750,000. Its main objective was to double rural incomes within 10 years. With
some adaptation, the village organisational model used is considered suitable for community-
based water supply and sanitation programmes.

* Baldia - The Busti Programme
Baldia Township, north-west of Karachi, has a population of 271,000. The project was designed to
reduce the high infant mortality rate and provide social benefits for children. It was seen as a
pilot project to encourage the construction and use of soakpits. Women played a major role in
the project.

* Baluchistan Integrated Area Development (BUAD) Programme
Baluchistan is Pakistan's least developed region and has an infant mortality rate between two
and three times the national average. BIAD was set up as an independent agency able to adopt an
integrated and multidisciplinary approach to water supply, sanitation and health. The
programme focused on providing piped supplies to rural people and encountered difficulties
because of the cost and complexity involved. More success was achieved with the promotion of
low-cost sanitation technologies, and the Extended Immunisation Programme was very
successful.

* Mansehra District Development Programme (MDDP)
The MDDP was the first District Development scheme in Pakistan in which the community helped
to prepare plans and implement water supply schemes. The programme aimed to improve rural
water supplies, to provide better sanitation facilities, especially for women, and to promote self-
reliance in the development of infrastructure. The scheme has had a number of notable
successes, and is seen as an important step in integration of community resources and
participation into governmental programmes.

* Orangi Pilot Project
Orangi is one of Pakistan's largest squatter settlements, with a population of about 800,000. The
project sought to build a sewerage system for the town, to raise health awareness, to support
community based institutions, and to strengthen technical, managerial and organisational skills
among the residents.

X Punjab Sanitation Programme
Covering six districts, with a combined population of 4.4 million, the programme aimed to cut
infant mortality by 35 percent and halve the incidence of intestinal and parasitic diseases in
children and mothers. It also aimed to provide sanitation for 20 percent of villages and water
supplies for almost one-third.

Following individual reviews of these case studies, the report includes an analysis of the role of the
private sector in Pakistan's rural water and sanitation programme, and a discussion of seven key
issues related to development of the sector. This is followed by recommendations from the 1988
National Policy Conference on Rural Water Supply and Sanitation, including the Islamabad Declaration
on a proposed government strategy.
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OVERVIEW:
Rural Water Supply and
Sanitation in Pakistan
THE improvement of the quality of life in rural Pakistan has been high on Uu

the list of political priorities since the return of an elected civilian
Government in 1985. As a result, substantially more funding has been m
allocated to improving the country's rural infrastructure and services.
Allocations for water supply and sanitation have increased considerably
with Rs. 8.1 billion being allocated to rural water supply between 1986
and 1990.

Despite the Government's efforts to improve services to Pakistan's rural
communities, the country's basic health indicators are still poor. Even
today, only one third of the rural population has access to adequate
water supplies and less than one fifth has any sanitation facilities or
hygienic excreta disposal.

This lack of water and sanitation facilities is one of the basic reasons why
infant and young child mortality rates are still high at 160 per 1,000.
Diarrhoea is estimated to account for 45 percent of all child deaths - the
largest single cause of infant mortality in Pakistan. Improvements in
water supply and sanitation would not only reduce the number of child
deaths but also give a much needed boost to the quality of rural life.
Improved access to water would greatly increase convenience, especially
for women who carry water over long distances. It would also release
labour for greater input into agriculture and cottage industries.

The Pakistan Government wishes to carry out its ambitious plans for
water supply and sanitation improvements as soon as possible and has
sought financial help from donor countries. In response to this request
for support, a review of Pakistan's rural water supply and sanitation
sector was instigated by the Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA) and the World Bank in September 1987. A team of seven
specialists, drawn from the diverse fields of rural water engineering,
hydrology, health education, medicine, community development,
economics and financial analysis, spent over one month travelling the
country talking with Government officials at federal, provincial and local
levels, elected representatives, community leaders and non-government
organisations (NGOs). This report summarizes their findings and looks at
six recent projects in Pakistan which have successfully adopted
appropriate technologies and encouraged community participation.



Several questions concerning Pakistan's rural wa- Who is responsible for water and sanitation?
ter, health and sanitation were raised by the study
team. Here is a brief summary of their findings. The Government is responsible for installing

most piped systems. Responsibility for rural water
What is the main method of water supply? supply and sanitation lies in the hands of the prov-

inces, although the money for the programmes is

Of the 35 percent of Pakistan's rural population provided by the Federal Government.
deemed to have an adequate supply of drinking Projects areprimarilyundertaken bytheprovin-
water, more than half are served by handpumps. cial Public Health Engineering Departments
These are concentrated in the sweetwater areas of (PHEDs), and secondarily by the Local Govern-
Punjab and Sind. ment and Rural Development Departments

Locally produced pumps are normally installed (LGRDDs).
and maintained by the private sector and tend to PHEDs are primarily engineering organisations
be of cheap and simple design lacking in durability. with strong technical expertise but limited commu-
In areas where groundwater is brackish or the nity development skills. In some cases, the lack of
water table is deep, more complex piped systems community focus in PHED programmes has led to
are frequently required. the wrong choice of technology and poor mainte-

So far, private contractors have installed nance.
handpumps and tubewells with little Government LGRDDs undertake rural infrastructure works,
support. There is great potential for expanding the includingsome water supplyschemes in the smaller
role of the private sector, especially in sweetwater settlements, and have a better focus on community
zones where over 50 percent of the rural popula- development. However, they lack technical
tion lives. strength in water supply systems.

The Government could help in improving pump Some rural development projects have success-
technology, distribution systems and tubewell de- fully involved informal village organizations, in-
signs as well as extending credit facilities for con- cluding members from the Union Councils - the
sumers, contractors and suppliers. This would lowest formal level of Government. This may be the
enable the private sector to expand its activities structure which is most likely to ensure commu-
and increase service coverage at little cost to the nity commitment to rural water supply schemes.
Government.

Source and quality of drinking water to rural populations by province - 1986.

Source Quality Provincial Coverage (%) Pakistan

Millions of
Punjab Sind NWFPa Bab % Rur. Pop.

Piped Potable 12 3 45 18 16 10
Handpumps Potable 27 13 2 0 19 12.5
Handpumps Contaminated 27 13 2 0 19 12.5
Other Contaminated 34 71 51 82 46 31

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 66

a. North West Frontier Province
b. Baluchistan

2 Rural Water Supply and Sanitation in Pakistan:



Who identifies which schemes should be built? cation is not a significant component of primary
health care, and is missing from school curricula.

Projects are frequently identified on the initia- The Water and Power Development Authority
tive of the LGRDD and PHED, based on their per- (WAPDA) is technically competent and has sub-
ception of needs. Some projects are also identified stantial resources at its disposal, but does not
by members of the National Assembly. Small proj- currently provide PHEDs with relevant water re-
ects are approved at the Department level, those source data and expertise.
under Rs. 30 million at Provincial level and larger
projects at Federal level. For these projects, feasi- Who is responsible for operation and maintenance
bility documents (PC-Is) are prepared but the and what is the cost?
approval process can be slow, leading to cost
escalation, under-budgeting and implementation Union Councils are, in principle, responsible for
delays. revenue collection and scheme operation, but fre-

Projects tend to be evaluated in isolation with an quently have insufficient administrative staff, tech-
emphasis on capital costs rather than on relative nical capacity, financial systems or community
investment priorities, project benefits, recurrent links to carry out this task. Revenue collection is
cost implications, or the human resource capacity poor, at 50 percent or less in all provinces.
to implement an entire programme. There is a need Current 0 & M requirements are estimated to be
to prepare broad sector investment programmes. Rs. 215 million per year, compared with the current

0 & M allocations of only Rs. 70 million. If PHED
Does Pakistan have the resources to implement its schemes are implemented as planned under the
water supply and sanitation programmes? 1986-90 Investment Programme, 0 & M require-

ments would be about Rs. 600 million by 1992-93.
Increasing resources are being invested in rural The rapid expansion of programs in the water

water supply. Yet staff and resources are limited in sector has already strained PHED management.
both PHEDs and LGRDDs and this may prevent the Piped water supply systems have generally been
Government from meeting its targets on time. Be- installed with little or no community participation
causethetargetsforthe 1986-90periodhaveproba- in scheme design, and so little commitment to
bly been over-ambitious, a revised investmentstrat- keeping the scheme running. With many schemes
egy proposed for 1988-93 would improve the likeli- operating for only a few hours a day, taps are
hood of goals being achieved. Key elements of the frequently left on and there is considerable waste.
strategy would be increased community participa- Poor revenue collection means insufficient funds
tion, a gradual increase in the focus on sanitation, for 0 & M, so that systems generally deteriorate
improvements in system rehabilitation and 0 & M, quickly.
and promotion of increased participation by the
private sector. New systems vs rehabilitation?

New recruits need to be trained. In addition, in-
service training programmes need to be instigated Until now, the emphasis has been on installing
together with training in how to work with villages new systems and on achieving targets to extend
in the planning and management of community services. There have been fewattemptstorehabili-

schemes. tate existing schemes or to involve communities in
the planning and financing of new schemes.

Would improved coordination between
organisations bring any major benefits? Do people want sanitation?

There is scope for the skills of LGRDD and PHED In general, most rural people do not see the need
to complement each other, and coordination be- for improved sanitation in itself. However, surveys
tween the two organisations could be improved have shown that the demand for latrines exists or
significantly. Also, other rural sector organizations can be stimulated when the price is right.
could be encouraged to play a more active role in Sanitation is frequently regarded as another
rural water and hygiene. At present, hygiene edu- term for drainage and so only needed because of

Lessons from Experience 3



the excessive use and wastage of water. It is com- operated and maintained. Greater user participa-
mon to find high-cost, open drains of rectangular tion is also seen as a way of enabling PHED staff to
cross-section. These are being used by the rural concentrate resources where theyare most needed.
population for direct defecation and garbage dis-
posal and quickly become blocked and unhygienic. Who benefits from appropriate systems?
Alternative technologies should be adopted ac-
cording to need and more attention should be given
to providing basic on-site sanitation and hygiene Women are generally responsible for the collec-
education. tion of water and have most to gain from appropri-

ate systems. The useof clean water, combined with

Does community involvement help? sanitation and hygienic practices, can effectively
Does comuiivlvmetereduce the incidence of disease. Women and chil-

dren benefit most from clean water and adequate
Experience with individual projects has shown sanitation.

that user involvement in system design, manage-
ment and finance leads to schemes which are likely Theboxbelowsummarizesthe basic recommen-
to be appropriate to the community needs and well dations made following the Sector Report
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THE CASE STUDIES:
Introduction and Summary CD

\ 4

THESE case studies were carried out to review new approaches in _.

implementing water supply and sanitation programmes and to find out ._
whether they could be replicated in other parts of the country. Each
project was carried out by either the Government or a non-governmental "I
organisation (NGO), with or without external donor agency participation.

The following criteria were used for selection of case studies within
Pakistan: 

(i) The project should involve community participation;

(ii) All provinces should be represented;

(iii) Each project should have a target population of over 200,000; ' 

(iv) The project should have been operating for sufficient
time so that lessons could be learned from its implementation.

Six case studies which met these criteria were selected and the main
features of each project are summarized in the table on page 6.

In addition, a case study has been conducted of the private sector's role ( 8
in the districts of Multan and Gujranwalla in the province of Punjab.

The case studies were presented and discussed at a workshop in
Islamabad April 5 to 7, 1988.

Lessons from Experience 5



SUMMARY OF THE CASE STUDIES

AKRSP Northern Areas 1983 NGO CIDA CD 802,000
DUTCH Gvt
ODA

BSPP Sind 1979 NGO UNICEF S CD 200,000
JAYCEES
DUTCH Gvt

BIAD Baluchistan 1981 PG UNICEF WS S HI 280,000
EEC
DUTCH Gvt
CIDA

MDDP NWFP 1982 LG UNICEF WS S 1,000,000

OPP Sind 1980 NGO BCCI S CD 800,000

PSP Punjab 1981 PG/LG UNICEF WS S CD 940,000

Key:

WS Water supply
S Sanitation
HI Hygiene Education and Extended Immunisation Programme
CD Community development
PG Provincial Government
LG Local Government
NGO Non-Governmental Organisation
BIAD Baluchistan Integrated Area Development
AKRSP Aga Khan Rural Support Programme
MDDP Mansehra District Developmenl Programme
PSP Punjab Sanitation Programme
BSPP Baldia - The Busti Programme
aPP Orangi Pilot Project

6 Rural Water Supply and Sanitation in Pakistan:



AGA KHAN
RURAL -

SUPPORT
PROGRAMME
THE main objective of the AKRSP was to
double rural incomes within 10 years. Its F
emphasis was on improving agricultural
productivity through the provision of
extension and training services. It was not f
intended to provide potable water supplies
or sanitation.

- -

BACKGROUND: The AKRSP covers three of the poorest districts in Northem Pakistan - Gilgit, Baitistan and ChitraL
About 750,000 people live in the project area in 1,030 villages. Village populations vary in size from less than 100 to
1,000 inhabitants. The people speak many different languages and dialects and come from diverse ethnic
backgrounds. Village kinship ties are strong and often form the basis of the community.

Despite the remoteness of the region, communities have a liberal and progressive outlook and are not bound by
taboos or customs. They depend on an unreliable subsistence economy which is based on agriculture, horticulture and
livestock. There is a desperate need for more reliable sources of food and this has made the population receptive to
new ideas and opportunities.

The project has a strong link with the Ismaili population whose spiritual leader is the Aga Khan. Most Ismailis live in
the Hunza Valley and it is doubtful whether the project would have been as successful without the Ismaili community
as its entry point. Nevertheless, other religious groups have benefited substantially from the project.

Lessons from Experience 7



I ~ THE ORIGIN OF THE VOs, a professional for every 6.7 VOs and a SocialJ AKRSP Organiser for every 32 VOs. The project aims to de-
p^Anor velop 1,280 VOs and so far has managed to create

764. To date, there is one staff member for every
The AKRSP is a private limited company which 200 households contacted. All the AKRSP senior

was set up to increase the productive capacity of staff are qualified and experienced professionals
the local people so that the region's inco,me would from Pakistan.
double in 10 years. It was not intended to replace There are weekly meetings of senior staff to
Government efforts, but rather to complement their present progress reports and analyse any prob-
work in agricultural and infrastructure develop- lems. Every three months, a meeting of VO manag-
ment. ers is held and management and field staff are

The AKRSP staff are commited to a project phi- invited. Implementation principles are reinforced,
losophy which revolves entirely around commu- progress is reviewed, experiences are shared and
nity participation. No effort is made to involve training lessons repeated. Any concerns of the vil-
villages which show no interest in the programme. lagers are shared openly.

The AKRSP has been included in this report be- Day-to-day contact between the Village Organi-
cause, although improvement of water and sanita- sations and the AKRSP is through the Social Organ-
tion is not one of the project objectives, the village isers who train each VO in the basic organisational
organization model used could be adapted to com- skills and various specialist functions.
munity-based water and sanitation programmes. No formal leadership exists in the villages but

many of the younger, more enterprising and better
I n |HOW THE ORGANISA TION educated men are emerging as leaders. The lack of

II ~~~~~~~~~~~an entrenched power structure and the rapidly| J "WORKS changing economic climate has encouraged inno-
vation and enterprise in this area.

A General Manager heads the AKRSP and is sup- The VOs are now the largest organised village-
ported by specialists in engineering, agriculture, level institutions. About 75 percent of their mem-
economics, marketing, training, women's role in bers are from the village households, most are
development, social organising, finance and ac- male and generally the heads of households. A
counting. household can have more than one representative

The AKRSP aims to promote the growth of vil- in the organisation. There is no structure or hierar-
lage institutions in the form of Village Organisa- chy to the membership except for the VO's Secre-
tions (VOs). It is the task of the VO to organise and tary and Manager/Treasurer. The members have
manage project work with support from project an equal say in decision making, which is based on
staff. There is an AKRSP staff member for every 3.1 consensus.

The villagers are given
engineering suggestions by
the AKRSP staff, but are not
obliged to follow their
recommendations.

8 Rural Water Supply and Sanitation in Pakistan:



The VOs meet frequently, often every two weeks .. -

to discuss the progress of projects and make a
record of joint savings. The contribution of each -W- ,

individual is recorded but the savings are banked t * -
collectively. At the meetings, the VO selects mem - v.. -
bers who will go to the district headquarters for l-7
training in agriculture, plant protection, veterinary - % *v
skills, accountancy and management. A. v 1t*5 

Who provides the money?

Funds totalling Rs. 186 million have been gener- -.
ated for this project, with the Aga Khan Foundation .

providing 35.5 percent of the total. CIDA has con-
tributed Rs. 46.5 million and The Netherlands Gov-
emnment has given Rs. 32.4 million.

Eg IDENTIFYING PROJECTS

The AKRSP General Manager attends the first
meeting in every village. The objectives of the pro- t
gramme are explained and the villagers are invited Old and new ideas combined In Gilgit district,
to put forward a scheme that they are prepared to some villagers decided to build a 3,300-ft.-long
undertake. The scheme is termed the productive inverted syphon out of flanged steel pipe.
physical infrastructure project (PPI). At the sec-
ond meeting, the feasibility of the PPI is explored the loans. This is because the money is given to the
and a project blueprint and costing areworked out. VO, rather than individuals, and the loan has to be
At the third meeting, the finalised scheme is dis- repaid before new credit is made available.
cussed and the terms of partnership between the Total credit of Rs. 45 million has been used for
AKRSP and villagers are reviewed. The AKRSP staff marketing (Rs. 5.9 million), fertilizer (Rs. 19.4 mil-
outlines the support that it is willing to give and the lion), land development and agricultural machin-
villagers explain how they will plan and carry out ery (Rsl 17d7 million)e
the scheme, how they will develop skills and run a
savings scheme and how often they will hold meet-
ings. m PROJECT

At the end of the third meeting, a VO is formed. I IMPLEMENTATION
Its members elect a President and Manager and it
receives its first grant instalment from the AKRSP. The village people have relied on traditional

The project organisation and management is technology and local skills for most of their project
carried out by the VO with advice provided by work. As a result, there has been extensive use of
AKRSP's engineers. Theiradvice mayor maynot be masonry for irrigation canals and water tanks. The
accepted. The AKRSP provides finance in the form AKRSP has not discouraged the traditional ap-
of a grant for materials to add to the community proach but has attempted to graft new technolo-
contribution in the form of voluntary labour. gies onto the established skills and methods. If the

The AKRSP will provide the VOs with additional village wants to incorporate some modern meth-
development funds, for land development, income- ods, the AKRSP will provide the necessary design
generating activities, purchase of agricultural ma- back-up and training. A good example of the marry-
chineryandmaterials,andmarketingintheformof ing of old and new technologies can be found in
short- to medium-term credits. Rahbat village, Gilgit district. An 8-inch diameter

There has been an extremely low default rate on flanged steel pipe is being used for a 3,300-ft.-long
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inverted syphon which will carry water across a ectprovedtobesuccessfulandprojectfundingwas
channel to feed an irrigation system in a remote resumed.
area. These two examples illustrate the flexibility of

Occasionally, villagers have disregarded the en- the AKRSP approach which gives ultimate respon-
gineers' suggestions and followed their own ideas. sibilityto the Village Organisation. The project staff
This can be seen during the building of channels. argues that the imposition of modern methods and
The AKRSP staff survey and mark construction designs often results in the use of inappropriate
levels but the villagers ignore the marks and let the technology.
water flow determine the bed slopes - a method
they have been using for hundreds of years. Operation and maintenance

In another example, at Sust, the villagers in-
sisted on digging a tunnel through the mountains Because tried-and-tested techniques are being
for their irrigation channel against the advice of the used in the schemes, there are few operational
AKRSP engineers who said it would be too costly. problems. Maintenance work can be carried out by
The AKRSP withheld the project funds but the villagers who built the schemes. In addition, the
villagers pressed ahead using their own money. growing managerial ability of the VOs has meant
However, the engineers returned to help overcome that replacement parts and materials can be ob-
the villagers' tunnel alignment problems. The proj- tained quickly and cheaply.

Maintenance of the gravity-fed
0 Rul Wasystem is carried out by the

villagers who built the scheme.
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THE OUTCOME

E SUCCESSES PROBLEMS

* Since December 1982, 764 VOs have * Links between PHEDs, LRGDDs and
been created. About 48 percent of village-level organisations need to be
rural households are members of improved.
these organisations. In Gilgit, over 96
percent of the households are * More training is necessary in
members. construction skills, control of funds

and 0 & M at the village level.
* The VOs have a savings deposit of
Rs. 34 million (December 1987) - an
average contribution of Rs. 45,000 per
organisation. Ten percent of this
money has been contributed by
women.

* By September 1987, 975 projects
had been identified and 331
completed.

* By May 1987,207 people had been
trained in livestock development; 152
in plant protection; 152 in poultry
development; 23 in accounting and 85
in marketing. These villagers have
been given 424 training kits and 19
refresher courses have been arranged.
Training has also been given to VO
office bearers in bookkeeping, agenda
preparation, meetings procedures and
reporting.
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BALDIA -
THE BUSTI
PROGRAMME

THIS project was designed to reduce the
infant mortality rate and provide social _

benefits for children. It set out to
encourage the construction of soakpits.

<

I

BACKGROUND: The Baldia Township is located in north-west Karachi and covers 1,060 acres. The current population
is about 271,000, with an average population density of 150 persons per acre.

Baldia's population is made up of a wide variety of ethnic groups which have migrated from surrounding areas.
Almost 42 percent of the people have come from India, 21 percent from the North West Frontier Province, 17 percent
from Baluchistan, 9 percent from Sind and 8 percent from Punjab. Despite the cultural differences, there is a high level
of interaction between people from different mohallas and a good community spirit prevails.

Karachi and the Sind Industrial Trading Estate (SITE) are within easy reach of Baldia by road and rail, and this has
improved employment opportunities.

In summer, the climate is hot and humid but the winters are mild. There is an average annual rainfall of 7 in. The
water table lies between 3 and 12 ft. below the surface, in sandy-clay soils, but has been rising gradually since water
supplies were introduced.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE success and failure. The BSPP team had no formal
r _ hierarchy, but strong leadership was provided by
PrRGURAMME Dr. Quratul Ain Bakhteari.

At the community level, organisations such as
Ten years ago, Baldia faced a major water sup- mosquecommittees,sportsclubsandsoakpitcom-

ply shortage. In some areas, the public standposts mittees were in charge of project implementation.
were providing less than five gallons per person Altogether there were about 47 community-based
per day. This prompted the Karachi Water and organisations in the Baldia area of which 75 per-
Sewerage Board (KWSB) to install one standpost cent were registered.
perstreetwhichwouldserve,onaverage,20houses. All the members of these organisations were

Baldia's sanitation system was also inadequate nominated by the local people. Every committee
in 1979. About 80 percent of houses had bucket was keen on development, technically inclined and
latrines and excreta was dumped in the lanes receptive to new ideas. They also helped the Social
throughout the township. This caused extreme Organisers to motivate the community and aided
health hazards and the area became a breeding the engineers with installation work.
ground for flies, mosquitosandothervectors.Chil- Mosque committees provided religious educa-
dren and women were particularly at risk. The tion for children and managed the mosque. They
Karachi Metropolitan Council (KMC) selected also stored and distributed water to the communi-
Baldia Township as a katchi abadi in need of up- ties and helped to solve day-to-day problems.
grading and UNICEF proposed the Balclia Soakpit Some of the other organisations were initially
Pilot Project (BSPP). set up to lobby the local authorities for services.

Although the project had KMC's blessing, it was Others carried outcharityworkand provided social
not popular among the local community or politi- services such as burials. Some committees be-
cians who did not want soakpit technology. came powerful. For example, the Turk Colony's or-

ganisation managed to secure water supply, elec-

1~ ITHE PROJECT tricity and land titles for its inhabitants.
Recently, a new women's organisation - the

ORGANISATION Home School Teachers Welfare Organisation - has
emerged out of the BSPP and has registered with

UNICEF initiated, organised and sponsored the the Directorate of Social Welfare.
Baldia Soakpit Pilot Project (BSPP) in 1979. Paki-
stan's Jaycees (Junior Chamber of Commerce) and Who provided the money?
the University of Karachi's Social Work Depart-
ment also collaborated in the project. InL its initial
planning phase, the project was assisted by the phosemosthSThemovailabilof
DutchAdvisoryMission (DAM) which had been ex- afnd sond phase of the BSPP. The availability of
amining sanitation projects for the area. KMvC funds for the full or partial subsidy of demonstra-
provided the administration umbrella. tion projects was of key importance to the pro-

provided the administratiu . gramme. In the second phase of the programme,
Theoverallresponsibilityforprojectiinplemen- the BSPP was changed into a non-governmental

tation was in the hands of the Project Tearm which organisation (NGO) called the Basic Urban Serv-
initially consisted of a community organiser from ices for Katchi Abadis (BUSTI). A major feature of
Karachi University and an engineer from the Jay- BUSTIwasthecreationof arevolvingcreditscheme,
cees. This was later strengthened to include two in place of subsidies, for beneficiaries.
Social Organisers, also provided bythe University. The overall cost of the Baldia project was about

The BSPP brought together people from differ- $482,000 for the six years between 1981 and 1987.
ent disciplines without specifying a clear-cut line 'About $318,000 was spent on sanitation.
of action. This flexible approach had great bene- About$ as pentson tation.
fits. It allowed the experiences of different disci- Demonstration projectsof theaBSPPcost$87,000.
plines to be combined, making the teamn respon- About five percent of the area's 25,000 houses had
sive to new ideas and enabling it to respond to demonstration latrines installed.A quarter of these
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were paid for by UNICEF, while 58 percent were
built using free material, some of which was pro-
vided by UNICEF.

The community donated approximately $413,000
to the scheme in the form of superstructure con- -,

struction, labour and leadership.

EPROJECT IDENTIFICATION

Several criteria were used for project selection.
First, the poorest should benefit. As a result, dem-
onstration schemes were aimed at the most pov-
erty-stricken areas. Second, there should be no
existingsanitation and, third, thecommunityshould
be receptive to the ideas. Fourth, the communities 
should be willing to contribute to the installation of
a soakpit.

EPROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION -

Trained local masons were essential to the rapid spread
When the project began, about one-fifth of the of pour-flush latrines in Baldia.

houses had soakpits. The rest used bucket latrines
but were keen to upgrade their sanitation system.
However, most people wanted a sewerage system
and did not welcome soakpit technology. The poor discussions. Pits were opened in front of the com-
opinion of soakpits had been brought about by the munities so people could see how they were work-
existing soakpits in the area, which tended to be ing-ademonstrationthatprovedtobeparticularly
substandard, expensive and difficult to maintain. valuable.

This meant that an education programme was It soon became clear that the soakpits would
necessary to overcome the communities' negative only be used properly and maintained if children
feelings about soakpits. This was carried out bythe and women were taught how to use them. In 1981,
Social/Community Organisers in a two-part plan. two girls from the community were trained to give
First, the existing community leaders were ap- primaryhealth educationtochildren intheirhomes.
proached and told about the merits of the new This was the start of the Home Schools Project.
technology. Next, the target group and households Now there are 120 Home Schools operating in
were visited and the technology was discussed Baldia, covering 4,000 children.
using slide and sound shows, posters and the like. The Home School teachers have been trained as

Public Health Care Workers (PHC). The first group
Community education and training of teachers took a month-long training course on

growth monitoring, nutrition, breast feeding, ORS
therapy and immunisation. An additional 50 girls

Then it hegad not formalons training component wer went on a six-week training course run in collabo-
when it began but 60 masons and 100 families were ration with the Civil Hospital and EIP departments.
trained in the construction, use and maintenance AfeaedconwsurvestePCokr.
of soakpits through practical demonstration and
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The role of women water supply, and public receptivity to sewerage
systems is good, greater responsiveness by the

Most of the BSPP and subsequent health and project to the expressed wishes of the community
education programmes were run by women for for sewers might have been appropriate.
women. Half of the project team members were Between 1979 and 1985, the soakpit design was
women who were able to enter homes and moti- changed five times. The first change introduced a
vate other local women who in turn convinced the second pit into the design. Pits were then changed
men to build soakpits - and often helped with the in- from circular to square and reduced in depth. As a
stallation work. result, the desludging operation is now carried out

every 5 years instead of 20 years. However, these

Contracts design changes have reduced the price of soakpits
from Rs. 2,000 in 1979 to Rs. 800 in 1985.

Formal written agreements or contracts were Operation and maintenance
not issued at any stage during the installation of
soakpits. However, there was a verbal understand-
ing between the project team and soakpit commit- The higher frequency of desludging has in-
tees which carried out the installations. The intro- creased the maintenance problem for households.
duction of the revolving credit schemes,, as part of Officially, KMC should desludge the pits free of
the BUSTI plan, meant that written agreements charge, but the service is poor and most people
became a necessary part of the development plan. have resorted to employing scavengers or making
A written application form, an accounts submis- unofficial payments to KMC staff. People now want
sion form and a loan recovery card were used to the pits connected to open drains.
record transactions. The water table in Baldia is rising and this may

Loans given under the revolving fund scheme require some of the soakpits to be converted to
were Rs. 950 per household. By December 1987, septic tanks in the near future. Technical support
Rs. 120,000 had been disbursed; loan recoverywas will be needed to bring about the change.
poor, with only about 30 percent of paynnents due
repaid on time. Financial reporting and financial Spin-offs
discipline generally were poor, and in 1988 no new
loans were made.

Siancwerte sakdits wereinstalledinsidethe The BSPP stimulated the creation of the PHC
Since the soakpits were installed iniside the prgamwhcsuesflytindheo-programme which successfully tramned the com-

houses, they became the property of the munity in health and hygiene matters. While the
houseowner who now has the responsibility for Home Schools Programme was set up because of
desludging. However, KMC currently provides the need to train people to use latrines, these
desludging facilities on demand. schools have also been instrumental in awakening

the community to the benefits of formal education.
Was the technology appropriate? A primary school has since been set up by the

Baldia community and this is creating interest
Soakpit technology was the most appropriate outside the area. The Home Schools have won

choice in 1979 when there was a low water table, a places in Government primary schools for some of
water shortage and no drains. However, KMC origi- the Baldia children.
nally insisted that the soakpits had to be installed One of the most important contributions has
within houses and this discouraged people from been to provide girls with access to schools. With-
usingthem.Aftermucheffort,theprojectteamper- out this programme, most girls would remain illit-
suaded the people to accept the idea of soakpits erate. By training women as teachers and workers,
inside homes. the Home Schools have managed to raise average

Since most homes now have direct access to household income levels by 25 percent.
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THE OUTCOME

E JSUCCESSES PROBLEMS

* Between 1979 and 1985, 1,065 * The soakpit design was inflexible. It
demonstration latrines were installed. could not be changed to cope with

local conditions, such as rising water
* By 1985, half of Baldia's houses, or tables.
over 14,000 households, had soakpit
latrines. This indicated a * A household loan system was
demonstration-to-household introduced but was difficult to
installation ratio of 1:13. maintain.

* Unit latrine cost has been * Recently, increased water supply in
progressively reduced. This cost is the area has raised the groundwater
even lower if the dissemination of the table which has interfered with pit
technology outside of Baldia is taken operation. Many families are
into account. connecting their pits to the open

drains and operating them as septic
KEYS TO SUCCESS tanks.

* The community wanted some form
of sanitation and 20 percent of the
houses already had soakpits.

* Women played a major role.

* The past problems with bucket
latrines encouraged people to pay for
better forms of sanitation.
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BALUCHISTAN
INTEGRATED
AREA
DEVELOPMENT IMS
PROGRAMME -

THIS project was aimed at reducing
Baluchistan's infant mortality rate
which is between two and three
times higher than the national - -
average. The deaths are mainly
caused by the lack of potable water,
poor health services, unsanitary
conditions and inadequate hygiene _ .

education.
_

BACKGROUND: Baluchistan is Pakistan's least developed region and its 4.3 million rural inhabitants live on an
estimated annual per capita income of Rs. 1,200 -less than half the national average. The majority derive their
livelihood from farm ing, mining and services.

In the past, agriculture was dependent on the old 'karez' system of gravity-fed irrigation but the introduction of
tubeiwells has brought about changes and in some areas the groundwater levels have fallen considerably. In the
mountains and plateaux to the north and west, the water-bearing rocks are quite deep (300 to 600 ft.) except in the
valleys where the water table is near to the surface. In the Indus plains to the east, canal-fed irrigation has raised
groundwater levels and, as a result, waterlogging is common. In the southern coastal region, the groundwater is
brackish.
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O~1 THE ORIGIN OF THE to adopt an integrated and multi-disciplinary
PROGRAMME approach which covered all aspects of water supply,

sanitation and health. Under the existing weak
institutional framework, this kind of approach

TheoriginoftheBaluchistanlntegratedAreaDe- would have been almost impossible to achieve.
velopment programme (BLAD) dates back to the The Public Health Engineering Department (PHED)
1980 UNICEF/Baluchistan Government joint plan- was not independent but under the umbrella of the
ning workshop. This meeting proved to be the Irrigation Department. In addition, the traditional
catalyst in the setting up of the "Rural Water Supply independence of the various Government
andSanitationinBaluchistan"sub-project(RWSSB) departments meant that effective coordination
which was part of the overall Baluchistan Special would be difficult. The concept of an integrated
Development Programme. However, in 1981 the approach also needed a financially independent
project was renamed the Baluchistan Integrated central organisation which could adopt a flexible
Area Development Programme after UNICEF pro- approach in order to meet the project objectives.
vided $6 million of project funding and piersuaded Under the BLAD programme, operation and main-
the EEC, Dutch Government and CIDA to give their tenance of water supply, sanitation and health
support to the scheme. schemes had to have a high level of community

At that time, BL,D/UNICEF estimatecl that the involvement. But how could BIAD get local people
programme would cost about Rs. 740 million of interested in helping? BIAD adopted a simple phi-
which the Government was to contribute 11 per- losophy. First, concentrate on supplying villagers
cent, beneficiaries 35 percent (mainlyin the form of with what theywant most -clean water. Once these
land, labour and 0 & M costs), with the remainder desperately needed water supplies are installed
coming from the donors. and maintained with community support, the

BIAD was set up as an independent agency, so as people will be prepared to listen to new ideas about
health and sanitation.

HOW DOES BIAD WORK?
7The BL4D Project focused on providing piped wvater E D
supplies to the rural people.

The Directorate General of BIAD, which controls
project implementation, is made up of engineering
and adminstrative staff who have been seconded
from local Government departments in Baluchistan.
It hasalargePublicHealthEngineeringDepartment

i (PHED) with posts for 70 engineers and a hydro-
. l geologist and geologist. BIAD also has a Community

Development Wing (CDW) comprising a director
and male and female assistant directors. This wing
also has master trainers at divisional level and
'mobile teams which carry out district level health
and sanitation programmes.

The concept of community participation in the
etting up, maintenance and operation of schemes

is new to BIAD staff as is the idea of an integrated
development plan linking water to health, educa-
tion and sanitation.

Seminars and workshops on the concept of comn-
k munity involvement in projects have been organi-

sed by UNICEF to orient BIAD staff. But the
effectiveness of this orientation programme has

~~~~ ~~~never been tested on the water and sanitation
~~~ ~ chemes of Phase1, all of which have been designed
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by consultants and let to contractors. There is
sometimes a lack of coordination between BIAD's
public health engineers and community develop-
ment workers.

At village level, there are few formal self-help or
community development organisations but there
is a well-established and highly organised system
of collective management of common resources
such as the 'karezes'. In some cases, enlightened
tribal leaders have promoted the introduction of
health education, for both boys and girls, and have
played a major role in organising the construction
and maintenance of agriculture-related projects. 

Who manages the money?

UNICEF manages all the donor funds and pays
for the capital costs of the water supply schemes,
BIAD's physical assets and supplies for the pro-
ject'sbasic health services. Expatriate UNICEFstaff
have helped to set up the BIAD programme but the
numbers of expatriates have now been reduced to
a resident representative and a water supply con-
sultant.

mJ IDENTIFYING PROJECTS ...... _
Daring the project's first phase, technologies tended to be
over-designed and expensive. This is now being corrected

Four districts, Kalat, Loralai, Naseerabad and
Gwadar, together with experimental areas in PROJECT
Quetta and Pishin districts, were chosen for Phase L IMPLEMENTATION
1 of BIAD. These districts were chosen because
they included two ethnically different areas with
groundwater (Kalat and Loralai), one with canal Water supply - the pitfalls of rigid
water (Naseerabad) and onewith onlysalinewater guidelines
(Gwadar). The hydrogeological survey of each
district had also identified several technically suit- The nearest water sources to the village clus-
able locations for water supply schemes. ters were selected in order to reduce the cost of ab-

Each District Council was asked to choose three stracting and distributing water. However, settle-
or four suitable locations forwater supplyschemes. ment density in Baluchistan is low and in some
It was at this point that the more politically power- cases villages are up to 5km from the water source.
ful councillors managed to get their village 'clus- This has raised the supply costs substantially and
ters' approved for development (each cluster com- the Phase I-A per capita costs of about Rs. 2,000 are
prises 4-5 villages). Once the clusters had been 3-4 times higher than anticipated.
selected for development, the BIAD District Mobile BIAD's rigid guidelines on the choice of technol-
Team visited each area and persuaded the inhabi- ogy led to these high per capita costs. The guide-
tants to set up cluster committees, made up of two lines specified that deep-well turbines had to be
representatives from each village. In almost all used in groundwater areas and sedimentation tanks
cases, the cluster committee consists of tribal eld- and slow sand filters employed in surface water
ers or influential landlords who control the deci- areas. In some areas, the distribution network had
sion making.
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to have an overhead water storage reservoir and Alizal cluster. These did not work properly and
be capable of delivering 10 gallons/day of water were rejected by the community. Pour flush la-
per capita. Such technologies appear to be Inap- trines were then installed. The first models had
propriate as the local people do not have the skills, flushing and splashing problems and so the de-
finances or incentive to build them. mand for latrines declined.

In Phase I-B, the vetting of consultant designs In 1985, the latrine's pan design was changed
and changes to specifications have reduced the and local interest has picked up again. It has now
per capita cost of schemes to Rs. 1,100. been decided that households have to pay Rs. 75

Phase II schemes have adopted a far more flex- towards the cost of the pan. UNICEF has stopped
ible design philosophy (ground level reservoirs, 2- providing the construction materials for the latrine
5hp pumping sets at well heads with 1-2hp pump superstructure and ceased paying labour charges.
sets at reservoirs with standby diesel power and All these costs now have to met by the household.
use of modular designs) and the per capita costs
are expected to be a maximum of Rs. 500. Repairs Village-level education
and spares for smaller pumps can be obtained in
most towns, particularly those situated on truck- Once a project has been accepted by the village

ing routes or in areas irrigated by tubewells. leaders, BIAD offers training programmes to en-
Thetechnologyused inthePhase lwatersupply courage local people to become skilled Pump

schemes has led to high operation and mainte- Operators, Community Health Workers, Traditional
nance costs. Each household is paying Rs.10-15 IBirth Attendants, and Village Sanitarians who are
per month, excluding energy costs, and cluster able to install latrines.
communities argue that the power authorities are
applying the wrong energy charges. They claim The District Mobile Teams also hold meetings of
that they are being charged at irrigation power men and women from village clusters and these
supply rates which are higher than the water sup- have raised considerably the communities' aware-
ply rate tariff. ness of water and health matters. This is shown in

the 95 percent Extended Immunisation Programme
coverage in certain BIAD areas.

Sanitation - following by example The role of rural women in BIAD projects is

minimal, largely as a result of the strict enforce-
Latrines were installed in the houses of those rnent of 'purdah'. However, there are also funda-

willing to accept them in the hope that this would mental cultural and linguistic differences between
demonstrate their usefulness to others. the health staff and rural women and this has been

At first, BIAD built two dry pit latrines in the Pir a barrier to communication.
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THE OUTCOME

EOSUCCESSES PROBLEMS

* The BIAD programme might have * The water supply technology used
been slow in meeting its targets but it in the first phase was too complex and
managed to raise the people's beyond the capacity of the local
awareness of water and sanitation for people to manage.
health in the project areas.

* Operation and maintenance costs
* The sanitation programme achieved were consequently too high.
a measure of success because the
technology being promoted was * Essential spare parts are difficult to
simple and cheap. find.

* The Extended Immunisation * The main problems arose because of
Programme coverage was very the lack of coordination between the
successful. hydrogeological, anthropological and

technical investigations at the
planning stage.

* There has also been a lack of
coordination between UNICEF, BIAD
and the Government organisations.

* BlAD's original targets were unrealis-
tic, especially in view of the skill short-
ages in the province, the population
scatter and logistical problems.

Summary of the BIAD targets and achievements for Phase L.

Water supply schemes (clusters) 26 16 (61%)

Latrines 5,375 1,353 (25%)

Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAs) 78 31 (39%)

Community Health Workers 208 52 (25%)

Sanitarians 26 26 (100%)

EIP (Children under 5 years) 9,044 8,848 (97%)

Oral Rehydration Therapy (Families) 5,375 4,408 (82%)
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MANSEHRA
DISTRICT
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME -

THIS project had three main objectives.
First, it aimed to improve rural water Il

supplies and, second, to provide better
sanitation facilities, particularly for
women. Self-reliance for the development
of infrastructure was the third objective.
The MDDP was the first District
Development scheme in Pakistan in
which the community helped to prepare _
plans and implement water supply
schemes.

N

BACKGROUND: Mansehra district is one of the more politically, socially and economically advanced regions of the
North West Frontier Province. It lies in the foothills of the Karakoram Mountains at an elevation of 3,500-4,000 ft.
above sea level and has wide, fertile valleys and numerous springs and rivers. Apart from the more remote villages,
most of the region is well served by roads such as the Karakoram Highway (KKH) which is a major export route to the
rest of Pakistan for one of Mansehra's main products - timber. Most of the land in Mansehra is divided into small plots
up to 10 acres in size although there are some large landholdings in the forested region of the Kaghan Valley.

Improvements in communications, coupled with its long history of migrant working, have left Mansehra with a society
which is much more open than in many other areas of NWFP. Consequently, the people are keen to listen to new
ideas and accept change. The rapid urbanization, strong urban-rural links and a growing service industry are further
evidence of the dynamism of Mansehra society.

Mansehra's District Council has a high quality of political leadership. ft has introduced a successful revenue-earning,
timber export tax and also implemented numerous development schemes, especially in water supply. High priority
has also been given to education, electrification and roads. The weakening of the feudal society and proximity of the
more affluent areas such as Abbottabad and Rawalpindi will continue to stimulate Mansehra's desire for development
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(f THE ORIGIN OF THE livestock. Driringheavyrains, thewatercourses be-I gPROGRAMME come rnudc-y and, in winter, often freeze over.
Some wells have been dug but these can dry up in
sum mer,

The origin of the MDDP goes back to the District The high population density in Mansehra vil-
Council election of 1979 which was woIn by Syed lages has rdiduced the number of open areas for
Qasim Shah on a manifesto that promised to bring defecatioln -- A special problem for women who face
piped water supply to villages. The 1980 Housing restrictions n public places. The problem becomes
Census revealed that only 3 percent of Mansehra's worse durin -i winter and the rainy season and this
rural population had access to piped water. Over has led to l n upsurge in the use of rooftop dry
78 percent still relied on springs or streams for bucket latrines which are emptied by women at
their supplies. night.

As a first step in fulfilling his electoral promise,
Shah obtained permission from the Federal Gov- O ORGANISA TION OF THE
ernment to levy a tax on timber exports from l
Mansehra-amovewhich quadrupled the District's L MDDP PROGRAMME
annual revenues to Rs. 10 million. The District
Council also carried out a needs assessment sur- Mansehra District Council had overall responsi-
vey in which every household had to state its bility for the development plan. The Council's ad-
priorities from a list of basic services. Water ministrationandplanningdepartmentsshapedthe
emerged as the top priority and sanitation ranked policies but feasibility costs and designs were
fourth and so a district development plani was for- supposed to be prepared by the engineering staff
mulated to respond to these demands. and implemenited by village-level project commit-

The needs assessment surveyhad aside benefit. tees or private contractors. UNICEF also became
It acted as a catalyst for creating a new awareness invoived in the plan at an early stage.
of people's needs and aspirations. During the sur- UNICEFstartedassistingtheMDDPin 1981,with
vey, District Council staff and the local administra- the software components of the programme, such
tors met the people and began to understand their as surveys, training and project management, in
problems. The rural people, in turn, realised that which the District Councils had no experience.
the Council was concerned about their welfare. The plan was to teach the project committees

The plan had to overcome some major water Drojectmanagementandmonitoringskillsandtrain
supply and sanitation problems. Traditionial water Traditional Birth Attendants CTBAs), Community
sources in the area are frequently a long way from Health Worlkers (CHWs), Community Skills Train-
settlements and are invariably contaminated by ers for Women and Sanitary Promoters. The pro-

* ~ Traditional water supplies in
the MDDP area are
invariably contaminated.
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A project committee
discussing plans.

gramme managed to train 2,121 project commit- the form of unskilled labour. This community effort
tees, 142 primary school teachers, 148 TBAs, 26 saved about 15 percent of the contractor's costs.
CHWs and 44 Sanitary Promoters. These trained A with-holding tax of 3 percent made up the total
people were not successfully integrated into the contribution. Shah' estimated that up to June 1986,
MDDP buttheir presence and workwill raise health community participation accounted for 50-60 per-
awareness in the communities. cent of total investment costs in about 1,550 rural

At the District Council's request, UNICEF also water supply schemes.
agreed to supply galvanised iron pipes and acces- For the sanitation project, Rs. 500 were recov-
sories for water schemes. However, UNICEF only ered from beneficiaries -Rs. 200 in advance and the
supplied just over 10 percent of the 10 million remainder in six equal instalments.
running feet of pipe which have so far been used in
the schemes. In total, UNICEF provided Rs. 10 mil - PROJECT IDENTIFICATION
lion in the form of supplies. [j

The way in which the village-level Project Com-
Who provided the money? mittees were formed and operated was compli-

cated. The community first had to make a proposal
In line with the objective of self-reliance for de- for a water supply scheme. Any individual in the

velopment and infrastructure, the District Council village could put this proposal forward to the local
felt that it would have to rely on its own resources. administration. It was then up to the local District

The total funds available for the first five years of Council to set up and lead a Project Committee to
the MDDP project amounted to Rs. 132 million. This carry out the work. Each Project Committee was
was made up of Rs. 72 collected from revenues, Rs. made up of two community representatives and a
50 million of Government grants and Rs. 10 million Council member and it was their job to submit the
contributed in the form of supplies by UNICEF. plan formally to the District Council and apply for

The District Council provided money for pipes help.
and all other materials and fittings except the Representatives from the District Council then
cement for storage reservoirs. The community was carried out site visits with Project Committee
also asked to meet the equivalent of 18 percent of
total project costs and this was usually provided in 'Shah, S.M., "Naveed-e-Sehr", Mansehra, 1986.
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members and prepared a feasibility report, cost schemesusuallyconveywaterfromnaturalsprings,
estimates and design guidelines. The Council's via a long pipeline, to a village's elevated storage
Chief Officer gave his views on the plan to the reservoir. Water from this reservoir is piped to
Council Chairman who had the power to sanction village standpipes and house connections for the
money for the scheme. The moneywas given to the more affluent or influential households. The pipe-
Project Committee in four instalments (as cash or work is made of galvanized mild steel ranging from
construction materials) which depended on the 1.5 in. to 0.5 in. in diameter and is laid exposed at
satisfactorycompletionof each construction phase. ground level where it is open to the elements and

As the Project Committees had little or no expe- easily damaged.
rience of carrying out water supply schemes, most Despite the lack of proper design, most schemes
of the tank construction work and distribution net- are flexible and can be upgraded and the technolo-
work plumbing was farmed out to private contrac- gies are appropriate to the needs of the commu-
tors. nity. The high capital cost of constructing a hill

source is offset by the low 0 & M costs.

m X PROJECT
l J IMPLEMENTATION Sanitation and health education

Water supply Demonstration pit latrines were provided with
Rs. 75,000 earmarked for each village demonstra-
tion project. Model sanitation schemes in selected

The emphasis of the MDDP was on cost reduc- villages were not adopted and were eventually
tion and community self-help. Villages were left to abandoned. One of the problems was that the la-
designandbuildtheirownschemeswithlittlehelp trine cost Rs. 5,000 to build - far more than most
from the Council. It was originally envisaged that people could afford.
the District Council's four-man engineering team The project did not succeed in developing the
would design and supervise every water supply necessarymotivation,skillsandorganisationwithin
scheme but this proved to be impossible. In fact, rio the District Council to enable it to manage the pro-
detailed designs were prepared by the District ject's software components. One of the reasons for
Council engineers or other agencies for the village this was the District Council's preoccupation with
communities. Where preliminary project designs obtaining construction materials for water supply
were made by the Council sub-engineers, these schemes, to the detriment of the software compo-
were generally ignored by the Project Committees. nent. UNICEF's attempts at starting a community
This meant that the technical support necessary education and training programme had little suc-
for the success of the scheme was lacking. Never- cess as the programme was not properly inte-
theless, the Project Committees, with their limited grated into the MDDP.
skills, built schemes and carried out design modi-
fications after completion to improve their effi- Operation and maintenance
ciency. This proves that the Committees were
responsive to new ideas, could learn from their
failures and adapt to changing conditions. Each communityhad to operate and maintain its

The private sector also played a major role in own water supply system and the Project Commit-
each scheme. The Project Committees purchased teenormallyappointedsomeoneto undertakemain-
materials from local shops, used private contrac- tenance. Formal maintenance policies were non-
tors to transport materials to site and hired ma- existent and a system of crisis maintenance now
sons and plumbers to carry out some of the skilled operates. However, expensive maintenance is not
work. anticipated for the gravity-fed water supply

Most of the communities which designed schemes
schemes favoured gravity-fed water supplies, al- Maintenance of pit latrines was overlooked.
though 113 shallowwells were dug. The gravity-fed
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THE OUTCOME

E SUCCESSES E PROBLEMS

* In the 1982-86 period, the MDDP U The water schemes created large
envisaged construction of 1,552 quantities of wastewater which are
schemes. However, 3,639 schemes posing a health hazard.
have been completed - over 2,000 more
than planned. * None of the 500 planned drainage

and street paving schemes has been
* UNICEF has trained 2,121 project completed. Only 325 have been
communities, 142 primary school started.
teachers, 148 TBAs, 26 CHWs and 44
Sanitary Promoters. * The target of installing 2,000 latrines

has not been met.
* The MDDP is an important step in
the integration of community
resources and participation into
governmental programmes.

* Although not meeting the usual
technical standards, the water supply
schemes are cost-effective and
continue to provide water close to the
homes up to this day.

* The MDDP has succeeded in
transferring responsibility for 0 & M
over to the community.
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ORANGI
PILOT
PROJECT
THE primary objective of this
programme was to build a sewerage "4
system for the town. In addition, the
project aimed to raise the health 
awareness of the people, support v

community-based institutions and
strengthen technical, managerial and
organisational skills among the residents
of Orangi.

BACKGROUND: Orangi is one of Pakistan's largest squatter settlements (katchi abadi) with a population of about
800,000. It is situated north west of Karachi on gently undulating rocky desert with numerous creeks and gullies. Most
of the people live in houses, totalling 90,400, which are organised in 6,200 carefully-planned lanes. A piped water
supply has been in existence for the past seven years and many homes have electricity.

The people of Orangi come from a variety of backgrounds. Over 200,000 refugees from East Pakistan (now
Bangladesh) were settled in the colony in the 1970s. Other residents have left impoverished rural or urban
backgrounds and are thying to build a better life in a new environment. The monthly household incomes vary from Rs.
1,000 to Rs. 4,000 per month, with an average income of Rs. 2,500.

Many of the settlement's inhabitants have been forced to live outside Karachi by the soaring price of land. Clerks,
typists, joumalists, teachers and bank employees as well as unskilled workers live in Orangi.

Land tenure problems are complex in the settlement. There is an informal property market and this has spawned a
sophisticated 'parallel administration" in Orangi which has given the residents a considerable feeling of security and
the incentive to invest in their houses.
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~I 1THE ORIGIN OF THE the people of Orangi and demonstrate to others
I PROJECT that communities could help themselves with de-

velopment projects. He encouraged Dr. Akhtar
Hamed Khan, an eminent Pakistani social scientist,

Ten years ago, the people of Orangi realised that to help him organise and manage the Orangi Pilot
a sewerage system was the only answer to their Project (OPP). The scheme was seen as a proto-
sanitation problems. Until then, three main forms type which might be copied by the 35 percent of
of excreta disposal had been used. Most people Karachi's population who live in squatter settle-
used bucket latrines which were emptied by scav- ments.
engers everyfourth or fifth day for a fee of Rs. 15 per The initial OPP research identified several prob-
month. However, the scavengers frequently emp- lems in providing sewerage for squatter settle-
tied the buckets into the unpaved streets, causing ments. Before setting up communityorganisations,
a health hazard. More affluent households had the OPP investigated the feasibility of installing
soakpits but these filled up after a few:years and sewerage. For example, Orangi's inhabitants
were not seen as a long-term sanitation solution. thought the local authority should build the sys-
Some people had laid sewerage pipes from their tem. But the local authority said that it could not
houses to the nearest creek or nullah in a haphaz- afford to do so and had a rule that only open drains
ard way and, although not ideal, the system kept ex- could be built in squatter settlements.
creta out of the lanes. International loans might have been raised for

one or two small sanitation projects. However, it

I WHO ORGANISED THLE would be impossible to borrow or repaythe money
_ORANG PROECT? needed to provide sewerage for all the squatter

LuJ L/RANGI PROJECT? settlements in the area.
The OPP research also indicated that in the sew-

Agha Hasan Abedi, President of the Bank of erage systems built by the local authorities, only
Credit and Commerce International, wanted to help one-fifth of the total construction costs arose from

Before and after sewer construction in Orangi; the improvement speaks for itself
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labour and materials costs. The remainder was l PROJECT
accounted for by administrative overheads, con-JIMPLEMENTATION
tractors' profits and the like. Khan and Abedi,
therefore, decided to encourage the Orangi com-
munity to build its own sewerage system. In the first part of the scheme, no supervision of

The first step was to create community organi- construction was provided and the workmanship
sations which were associated with lanes in the was poor. By 1982, OPP realised that the techno-
town. Each lane had 20 to 30 houses whose inhabi- logical standards had to be improved or else people
tants knew and trusted each other. OPP arranged would lose confidence in the scheme and no new
for one of its Social Organisers to meet with the lane committees would be formed. OPP carried out
residents of the lane, discuss the sewerage plans research which enabled it to simplify the engineer-
and encourage them to form a lane committee and ing design standards and, through a large number
elect a manager. of meetings, explained how the pipesshould be laid

Once the committee had been established, a to avoid technical problems. Where lanes were lo-
member of the OPP technical staff surveyed the cated at long distances from nullahs (natural
lane, set up benchmarks and prepared plans and creeks), the OPP suggested that secondary drains
cost estimates for sewerage work. Lane managers should be installed.
then had thetaskof collectingmoneyforthescheme The OPP also trained private sector contractors
from the residents. in the construction of sewers and gave their ad-

dresses to lane committees.

Who provided the money? Operation and maintenance

All the community investment in sanitation was
collected, managed and spent bythe lane organisa- The lane organisations were responsible for O &
tions. Accounting methods were rudimentary and M of the sewerage system and it was their job to
no bookkeeping was carried out. In many cases one clean and repair manholes and sewers. Most sewer
of the older women acted as the treasurer and blockages occurred when manhole covers were
provided money for the lane manager. Total invest- broken and the manhole turned into a rubbish
ment by the community up to December 1987 was dump. The OPP is now planning to make strong and
approximatelyRs. 10 million. Each household spent inexpensive precast concrete manhole covers
about Rs. 500 for the shared facility of primary and which will eliminate manyof these problems. Money
secondary drains. for maintenance work was collected from the resi-

dents by an individual involved in the original
Tlhe OPP' has spent about Rs. 1.5 million on

research and extension (about 15 percent of com- project construction. Most people were anxious to
munityinvestment). In addition, OPP invested about protect their investment, and there have been no
Rs. 200,000 in tools and equipment which were bor- problems so far with community maintenance.
rowed by the community to implement schemes. The OPP has found that maintenance costs were

The OPP claims that this Community-based ap- directly related to the quality of the original con-
TroachredOPed csethatgthi community-basedent a- struction.As construction methods have improved,

proachreduced sewerag costs by80percentcom- the maintenance cost per lane per month has been

reduced substantially and is well below that of
schemes administered by formal water/sewerage
authorities.
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THE OUTCOME

SUCCESSES Programme to promote health and hy-
giene education, immunisation, family

Siadrains planning and the provision of seeds for
Since July 1981. 2,230 primar kitchen gardens. Nine Women's Work

have been installed. Centres have provided jobs for 600
women.

* By the end of December, 147 secon-
dary drains had been installed by the a KMCs policy that only open drains
residents. In addition, OPP supervised could be built in squatter settlements
the construction of 26 secondary has been revoked and the Council is
drains which were paid for by KMC

councillors. ~~~~now funding sewerage projects.councillors.

T The OPP has also managed to stimu-
* The OPP has shown that it is pos- Iate the private sector.
sible for small groups of people to
build a sewerage system based on
lanes. 1 PROBLEMS

* The completed sewerage systems
are often finished to a higher standard n There is no treatment of the waste-
that those built by the KMC. water which is discharged into nullahs

and this may pose a health hazard.The
* The lane organisations and the OPP nullahs have already started to silt up
are now important new groups working as a result of the sanitation pro-
for community development gramme.

* Construction of the sanitation sys- a The locally-manufactured sewer
tem brought people together for a com- pipes are inferior to those made by
mon purpose. Now, they are capable of KMC and will have a shorter life.
undertaking other joint tasks.

* The original manhole cover design
* Using sanitation as its entry point, was inappropriate as it could be
the OPP has started a low-cost housing removed easily. This enabled people to
programme and a Women's Welfare use the manhole as a refuse pit.
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PUNJAB
SANITATION
PROGRAMME

_

THIS programme, which ended in 1986, had
several major aims. It was designed to cut
the infant mortality rate by 35 percent and
halve the incidence of intestinal and
parasitic diseases in children and mothers.
It also aimed to provide sanitation for 20
percent of villages and water supplies for
almost one-third.

High priority was given to improving public
awareness of the health benefits relating to
sanitation, water supply and waste disposal.
Another priority was to train community
leaders in the organisational work needed
for sanitation projects.

BACKGROUND: The project area encompassed six districts -Rawalpindi, Jhelum, Chakwal, Attock, Mianwali and Dera
Ghazi Khan which had a total population of 4.4 million in 1981. The region's economy is based on agriculture and
landholdings are small. There is no feudal structure. The major crops are wheat, maize, jowar, bajra, pulses and
vegetables and there is a high degree of mechanisation on farms since tractors can be easily rented for Rs. 60 per
hour. Despite their relatively modem approach to farming, the farmers still rely on rainwater for crops as well as for
domestic water supplies. The terrain is hilly and the rainwater runoff is fast. In times of drought, the people suffer. The
lack of irrigation and the seasonal nature of farming has encouraged many men to seek employment in the nearby
cities of Rawalpindi and Islamabad.

The influence of nearby urban areas is quite strong. People are receptive to new ideas and have a high level of
literacy, estimated to be 40 percent.
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ril IORIGIN OF THE However, the programme soon grew to cover

LJPROGRAMME numerous villages throughout the six districts.

The Chairman of the Rawalpindi District Coun- PROJECT ORGANISA TION
cil, who was keen on regional development, was re-
sponsible for initiating the programme and brought
the plight of the rural poor to the attention of the UNICEF formulated policy, coordination, fund-
Provincial Government. ing and training. However, UNICEF withdrew from

There is no doubt that something had to be done the programme in 1986; this will be discussed later
about the appalling water supply, sanitation and in this section. At the provincial level, the Local
health problems in the six districts. The popula- Government and Rural Development Department
tion always suffered during times of drought be- (LGRDD) coordinated with UNICEF and carried out
cause livestock and crops were badly hit. The situ- overall programme administration and financial
ation was worsening as the water table vwas falling control. The Assistant Director of LGRDD in each
and well yields were declining. The lack of safe programme district carried out basic monitoring
water had led to an increase in the incidence of whileeachMarakazProjectManagerwas incharge
water-borne diseases, so much so that 80 percent of day-to-day administration, including the release
of women and children had some kind of intestinal of funds to Union Councils and supervision of sani-
or parasitic disease. In 1980, the infant mortality tation promoters.
rate was 105 per thousand. TheSanitation Promoters formed the final linkin

Virtually no one had access to any form of hygi- the PSP organisation. Their job was to motivate
enic sanitation. People generally used the open and educate village committees and households in
fields for defecation. The increase in population the installation and use of the new latrines. Each
density reduced the number of available open sanitation worker underwent a two-month UNICEF
spaces and made it difficult for women to maintain ltraining programme in Lalamoosa. At first, the sani-
privacy without walking long distances. ltation workers were grouped in teams comprising

The poor health statistics motivated the Provin- one man and twowomen but thiswas later changed
cial Government, with help from UNICEF, to set up to one-man, one-woman teams.
the Punjab Sanitation Programme. The pro- At the village level, the community organisation
gramme's objectives are detailed on the opposite was made up of Village Sanitation Committees
page. (VSCs). The post of VSC Chairman was taken by a

The first step was taken in 1981-82 when a series lJnion Council member and the Secretary's job was
of pilot projects were started in a few villages, normally taken by the Union Council Secretary.

Infant mortality in the Punjab
Sanitation Project area was
105 per thousand in 1980.
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Other village notables made up the VSC member- .

ship. The VSC's prime role was to motivate the P ,.
people, demonstrate ideas, implement the pro-
gramme, arrange loans from the project and later t cty
recover them. An attempt was made to involve
women in the work of the VSCs by setting up
Women's Committees.pethundn

The private sector's role Thaethindneofnttna

The private sector supplied the PSP with pans h, 0 
pipes, building materials and skilled labour for the
construction of latrines. Some of the labour was . r w
provided by VSC members who had been taught m>per3
latrine installation by the Sanitation Promoters. In- i.
stallation services for latrines and handpumps were _
provided by local component retailers as part of a
sales package. Most retailers operated within a 10- T R
mile radius of their village. The contractors gener- c..erag. . .X * * *he**ags
ally worked on demand and did not not actively e by th.og m
market the latrine/handpump installation services.

The withdrawal of UNICEF- and the 5 tR
consequences ognsto n iii nalno

UNICEF left the PSP in 1986 and no formal ar- i
rangements were made by the Government for bTIprv the peop1eW awareness
taking over UNICEF's role or for setting up perma- a t l atttR ba_ X > brXuM t
nent financial arrangements. Neither was there a .3 a a
formal plan for absorbing the Sanitary Promoters
into the regular workforce. As a result, the pro- B w ior
gramme stopped suddenly, the Sanitary Promoters =y
lost their jobs and the VSCs, which had developed
into viable community organisations, were dis-
banded.

Who provided the money?povlono 4OOUae ptn

The total projected capital cost of the PSP be- 5 R _ m Rx

tween 1983 and 1985 was Rs. 18.9 million and this m
should have been jointly provided by UNICEF and b oi e ymolosh1It~•
LGRDD. However, the LGRDD did not contribute its C. 6
share and UNICEF had to foot most of the bill,
spending Rs. 18 million between 1981 and 1986. Of o b ' .
this, Rs. 9.2 million was spent on demonstration
projects, Rs. 1.0 million on staff training and Rs. 2.1
on salaries for Sanitation Promoters. In addition,
Rs. 6.4 million was earmarked for revolving funds
which would allow loans to be made to villagers.
The loan repayments would be ploughed back into
community welfare schemes.
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Under the programme, each village was to re-
ceive Rs. 21,000 in revolving funds. in practice, x
villages received amounts varying fromn Rs. 25,000
to Rs. 44,000. The money was usually distributed
among households in the form of cash loans of Rs.
300 or in kind -two bags of cement, a latrine pan and
a pipe. Some households received loans ranging
from Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 2,000. There was no shortage
of credit as the size of the revolving fund exceeded
demand. It is not clear whether the poorer village
members were given preference for large loans.

The recovery rate for these loans was low. Under
the PSP plan, the loans should have bee rpaid back
to the VSCs in monthly instalments raeyging from
Rs. 50 to Rs. 100. There are several reasons why the 
money was not recovered.

Many people seemed to think they wiere receiv-
ing a grant which did not need to be repaid. In any
case, the monthly repayments were beyond the 
reach of most borrowers. Those who did make
repayments hardly ever received a receipt.

The VSCs and the Union Council maide no ear-
nest effort to recover the money for fear of losing
goodwill and popularity among the public. In turn,
the public suspected the repayments would not be
used for community welfare, as part of the revolv- Village masons were trained and latrines constructed -
ing fund. including latrines for schools.

E flPROJECT IDENTIFICA TION
I PPROJECT
ILJIMPLEMENTATION

The District Council selected the villages to be
covered and carried out project planning, admini- Sanitation
stration and supervision. Project Managers felt the
choice of villages was made primarily on political
grounds but the PSP had explicit criteria for village Soakpits and septic tanks existed in the project
selection. There had to be road access ancd between area but there seems to have been no effort to stan-
100 and 300 houses in each village. There also had dardize the design even within individual villages.
to be an available water supply, and a clear felt need The choice of septic tanks was inappropriate
for sanitation. and, in any case, most of the tanks were badly

However, there were no village surveys and, in idesigned, having no outlets. Soakpits proved to be
practice, the selection criteria were not always appropriate but again the designs were poor. In
met. Small and remote villages, for example, were imanyvillages, the sides of the soakpits were lined
sometimes included in the programme. with bricks joined by a cement mortar. This greatly
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reduced the soakage area and increased the capital
cost. THE OUTCOME

Pour-flush latrines required a bucket of water for
flushing each time they were used in order to work SUCCESSE
properly. But the scarcity of water meant that the l S
latrines were under-used.

Many of the latrines were also over-designed * A high rate of latrine installation
with large pits and elaborate superstructures. This was achieved in the first few years of
raised the average cost of each household latrine to the programme. Over 10,000 latrines
Rs. 2,300. Atotal of 10,281 latrines out of the planned were installed.
32,900 were installed during the PSP programme
and the overall cost per latrine was Rs. 1,500.

* The provision of loans in kind or as

Biogas plants and water cisterns - cash from the revolving funds, coupled
inappropriate technology with sanitation promotion, encouraged

villagers to accept latrines.
It was clear from the start of the programme that

the people would find it difficult to understand and PROBLEMS
accept biogas plants, water cisterns and soakpits. E
Nevertheless, this technology continued to be
demonstrated until the programme ended. There
was no positive response from the villagers. * In areas with a low water table there

Lack of interest in this technology can be attrib- is a shortage of water for sanitation
uted to the villagers' fundamental doubts about purposeswhichlimitedtheuseof pour-
whether it would work and the benefits it might flush latrines.
bring. A second problem was the high cost of the
equipment. A biogas plant costs Rs. 5,000 and a
water cistern, Rs. 7,000 - beyond the reach of most U The PSP did not recruit and train
families. sufficient Sanitation Promoters to

cover the number of villages
Operation and maintenance encompassed by the scheme. The

Sanitation Promoters were expected
Thepour-flushlatrinewasdifficulttomaintainin to cover large areas without proper

areas with water shortages. People were still wor- transport.
ried about the pits filling up and about the resultant
desludging problems they would face.

People who installed latrines were not trained * The four project components
how to use them and this contributed to their biogas plants, water cisterns, soakpits
under-use. and latrines - were not integrated.

Community education * The cost of the technologies selected
for the project components was too

The PSP missed opportunities to emphasize the high for rural households.
links between water supply, sanitation and health.
There was no formal hygiene component in school
curricula even though many schools had demon-
stration latrines.
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THE Q
PRIVATE
SECTOR

U >*

ABOUT half of Pakistan's rural water supply
systems have been installed by the private
sector. This chapter looks at the private
sector and examines the role it could play in
the future in helping the Government meet
its rural water and sanitation targets. A
number of recommendations are made,
detailing the support the Government might
give to enhance the private sector's role.

U
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WHY IS THE PRIVATE fA SURVEY OF TWO
SECTOR IMPORTANT? L.JPUNJAB DISTRICTS

ThePublic Health EngineeringDepartments have In order to understand more fully how the pri-
made major efforts to recruit the extra engineering vate sector works, a special review of 22 villages in
staff to carry out the water supply and sanitation two Punjab districts (Gujranwala and Multan) was
schemes which the Government plans to under- undertaken. Two hundred households and 26
take. Even so, the PHEDs will still rely heavily on handpump installers were interviewed. Here is a
private sector consulting firms for help with design summary of the study findings:
and supervision of piped water supply schemes,
for example. Drilling and handpump installation

Of the 400 orso nationally registered en,gineering
and planning consultants, only 29 say they have
experience in water supply and sanitation and only Seventy percent of the installers work alone,
four of these have worked in rural development hire unskilled labour or use client help. Drilling and
and planning. Few of the firms have the necessary handpump installation are only some of the serv-
multi-disciplinary capacity for integrated water ices they provide. Each installer carries out an
supply and sanitation projects. average of 17 handpump installations a year at an

Most of the simple rural water supply and sani- average cost of Rs. 1,060 (ranging from Rs. 800 to
tation schemes, involving tubewells, handpumps Rs. 1,700). Each drilling and handpump installation
and simple latrines, are carried out by smatll locally takes one to two days.
based formal and informal contractors. In general, Drilling and handpump installation equipment
they have limited technical skills and own little is relatively cheap, costing from Rs. 1,000 to Rs.
construction equipment. 2,500.

Ready-made handpumps are available in

I 1 THE CURRENT ROLE OF Gujranwala but the standard components are sub-
grade. In Multan, pumps are made to order after the

L THE PRIVATE SECTOR column's length has been specified. Roughly two-
thirds of the installers have handpump fabrication

The private sector plays a significant role in the facilities.
provision of rural water and sanitation. It is in- The installer makes a profit of about Rs. 90 per
volved with handpump installation and manufac- job.There is no marketing of handpumps. Instead,
ture, project design and supervision, execution of installers wait for households to approach them.
PHED schemes, pipe manuacture, latrine construc- Credit facilities are unavailable for householder or
tion and with the manufacture of motor pumps for installer.
private tubewells.

At present, privately installed and financed HIandpump repair
handpumps provide water to about 25 million
people - almost 40 percent of the rural population.
In the sweetwater zones of the Indus Valley, Punjab On average, pumps break down once a year. Half
and Sind, household handpumps predominate. need filters replaced, one-third require new pipes
However, a water quality study of these pumps andonlyone-fifthneedanewvalve.Mostproblems
showed that only half provide potable water (see ocwcur below ground. Repair costs average about
box). Rs. 150, with 80 percent of the repairs costing over

Handpump manufacture is mainly carried out
by thousands of small establishments who market Repair shops are usually nearby. Over 80 per-
their pumps in local markets. There are few large- cent of the villagers reported repair shops within
scale handpump manufacturers. Pakistan's pump 2 km. of their village. About 70 percent of the
and pipe manufacturing industry has excess ca- households said that handpump parts were avail-
pacity and should be able to meet any increase in able within 10 km. - usually from a larger town
demand. which could offer a wide choice of supply.
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Assuming each pump is used by 10 people, the
average per capita cost of handpump water supply R O M.T I 
is Rs. 100.

Latrine installation

Most artisans install about eight septic tanks a piaesco y
year at a cost of Rs. 3,000 each. Privacy, rather than
health, is the prime motivation for latrine con- E a tas t improve
struction but the high cost of the septic tank is pro- anum desg m n,
hibitive to most families.

The study statistics indicate that in Punjab's oprtnadmitnncad
sweet water zone, there are probably 12,000 arti- e
sans who install between 150,000 to 200,000
handpumps a year. It is impossible to estimate proven h p .
latrine installation rates from the study data. s r l ga afaarg

E THE PRIVATE SECTOR & 3i l
THE FUTURE Innao e

The private sector could help by rehabilitating
existing installed handpumps so that they provide po
potable water. About 1 million handpumps need to thro,g healt woRker. a by
be upgraded, mostly through better installation
practices and sealing the area around the pump. s a th

More pumps are still needed and could be pro- 2 Cun I -R R i

vided in the sweetwater zones by the private sec-
tor. 5 rvln ua rdtshms

Private sector consultants in water and sanita- a a c t and low-
tion could be trained and boost PHED and local
government capacity to undertake schemes. c hour eholds. Th R could

Manufacturers could increase and improve pipe be nru as p o
and pump supplies. Tubewell installation could
also be improved.

This chapter has been compiled from information contained
in Pakistan: Investigative review of private sector involvement
in rural water supply and sanitation by Habib Ahmed and
Sajjad Muneer, April 1988.
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SEVEN KEY
ISSUES

The Rural Water and Sanitation Sector
Review of Pakistan, along with the National
Workshop on Case Studies in the sector and
the Policy Conference, have led to the
identification of seven key sets of issues for
development of the sector. This chapter
raises these issues.

0.0.

KIP
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I I SECTORAL PRIORITY, (iv) What mechanisms can be used to create a

LU1 PLANNING AND general health awareness and to promote hygieneeducation ?
FINANCING

(v) How can hygiene education best be delivered

(i) What should be the service-level targets in the within available institutions in the Government,
medium and long term and what, consequently, NGOs and communities, given that any such input
should be the sector's share of GDP and public has to be provided at the community level on a
sector plan allocations ? For example, is the target continuing long-term basis?
of full water supply and 50 percent sanitation
coverage by 2000 attainable ? E INSTITUTIONAL

(ii) What should be the share of international FRAMEWORK
funding versus domestic resources in the
development of the sector ? How important are the (i) What should be the overall institutional mix and
different costs/terms of financing and conditions allocation of responsibilities for development of
associated with greater resort to externall sources ? the sector ?
To what extent should soft terms on international
loans be passed on to final beneficiaries ? (ii) What should be the respective roles of the

PHED and the LGRDD ?
(iii) What share of the total domestic resources
required for the sector should be mobilised by (iii) How can adequate software expertise in
different levels of government, viz.,, federal, sociology, community development, economics,
provincial, local, and by the beneficiaries ? and finance be introduced into existing institutions

which have primarily an engineering orientation?

(iv) What type of planning for the sector should be
undertaken at different levels of government (iv) Howcanthecommunitybemadeanactiveand
federal, provincial, local? respected partner in project development and

execution ?

(v) What should be the institutional process for
project preparation and appraisal so as to minimise (v) What needs to be done to bring about a greater
delays and depoliticise, to whatever extent recognition that the primary beneficiaries in the
possible, the selection criteria? sector are women and children?

(vi) What should be the nature of village-level
organisations (individual or clusters of villages,

INTEGRATEDAPPROACH elected/nominated, multi-purpose/single project,
LJ TO DEVELOPMENT permanent/temporary) to ensure effective user

participation in the process of identification,
execution and management of projects in the

C What are the key intra-sectoral (water, sanitation, sector?
drainage and hygiene education) relationships
which have to be promoted so as to maximise the (Cvii) What type of human resource development
benefits from investments in the sector ? activities need to be undertaken for institutional

Cii) How can the integration of different components strengthening in the sector?
be achieved in the best manner institutionally? m CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY

(iii) How can households and communities be 4
induced to contribute their own resources; towards
the provision of sanitation and drainage'? (i) What constitutes 'basic' service level in the

sector ?
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(ii) How can the technology be made upgradable (ii) What is the best method of financing (tariffs
and adaptable to changing conditions ? versus taxes, regular collections vs collections in

response to need) ?
(iii) What types of technology are likely to be
readily acceptable to users/beneficiaries ? (iii) To what extent should financing be

decentralised, or community-based ?
(iv) What should be the trade-off between, on the
one hand, high capital cost/low 0 & M cost (iv) How can the process of cost recovery be
technology and, on the other hand, low capital effectively integrated within the existing institu-
cost/high 0 & M cost technology? tional/community structure ?

(v) How can the labour needs of the chosen ROLE OF THE PRIVATE
technology be enhanced to reflect local manpower 7ST
resources and enable greater community SECTOR
participation ?

(i) Given that the private sector is a major but often
m51 SUSTAINABILITY OF uncoordinated and informal resource for the sector,

LJ 0INVESTMENTS how can its efficiency be enhanced ?

(ii) Which sub-sectoral and geographical areas
(i) What implications do different technologies have the greatest potential for an enhanced private
have on the rate of depletion of different natural sector ?
resources in the environment, e.g., on the depletion
or pollution of groundwater ? (iii) What support systems (credit, technology

development and standardization, marketing, skill
(ii) What types of institutional arrangements need development, etc.) need to be instituted to fulfil
to be made at the local level to ensure proper the private sector's potential ?
operation and maintenance ?

(iv) How far can the Government rely on the private
(iii) How can adequate emphasis be placed on sector to achieve the stated objectives ? What
using existing infrastructure properly as opposed contributioncan the privatesectormake in reducing
to expanding capacity, especially through donor the financial burden on the public sector for
agency funds ? developing the sector ?

[ 3 COSTRECOVERY

(i) What should be the extent of capital and 0 & M
cost recovery in the sector ?
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NATIONAL POLICY
CONFERENCE ON
RURAL WATER SUPPLY
AND SANITATION:
Declaration and Detailed _
Recommendations

;T0-0 0'

Provincial and federal officials met April 5-7, f -
1988 at a workshop in Islamabad to
consider the review of case studies and the
private sector. From April 13-14 they met at
a conference to define sector policy which
incorporated the key lessons from the case
studies.

This section details their conclusions in the
form of a policy declaration and more U;I

detailed recommendations.
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NATIONAL POLICY CONFERENCE ON RURAL WATER
SUPPLY AND SANITATION

Islamabad Declaration
April 13-14, 1988

Proposed Government Strategy

The Conference strongly endorses the objec- 3. Institutions must be strengthened and co-
tives of the Five-Point Programme, wlhich seeks ordinated at all levels to undertake challenges of
substantially to increase coverage of iwater sup- the future. Multi-disciplinary training pro-
ply and sanitation to the rural population of the grammes should be established. Public Health
country. The Conference recommends an exten- Engineering Departments (PHED) must be
sion of this sound socio-economic commitment, strengthened and their social mobilization skills
to achieve full water supply and 50 percent sani- reinforced. The technical skills of both the PHED
tation (hygienic disposal of human waste) cover- and the Local Government and Rural Develop-
age to the rural population by the year 2000. The ment Departments(LGRDD) must be strength-
Conference proposes a strategy that will ensure ened. Both institutions must ensure closely co-
sustainability and assist resource mobilization ordinated operations, togetherwith departments
through enhancing the role of the beneficiaries in of Health, Education and Social Welfare. Ex-
planning, financing and managing their services, panded participation of non-governmental or-
and that will ensure maximum benefits through ganizations (NGOs) should be encouraged and
the integration of water, sanitation and hygiene supported.
education.

4. The private sector plays a key role in
The strategy includes the following points sector development, which must be further

which should be incorporated into national sec- strengthened through technology upgrading,
tor investment guidelines: training, marketing support and credit assis-

tance.

1. Community involvement, with a special
focus on enhancing the role of women, is an es- 5. Technology choice will reflect the differ-
sential component of the strategy. Beneficiaries, ent environmental conditions, and water re-
through constituted associations, should par- sources constraints across the country, but the
ticipate in planning, construction, management principle that technologies should be affordable
and maintenanceof schemes, and should finance, and sustained by the beneficiaries should be
in cash or kind, a part of capital costs and all of adopted.
the 0 & M costs.

6. Service levels should reflect the expressed
2. The integration of water supply, sanita- demand of the beneficiaries, who should receive

tion and hygiene education is also an essential the service level that they desire, can afford, and
component of the strategy, to ensure irnproved can sustain in the long term. In order to acceler-
health of the rural population. This will require ate equitable coverage, the Government should
close collaboration between sector institutions. assist in the provision of a basic level of service.
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DETAILED RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CONFERENCE

A. Institutions and Linkages ment or the NGO. A bank account should also be
established by the former.

1. The Conference recommends inter-sectoral 5. A training centre for the sector may be estab-
co-ordination through provincial steering commit- lished, possibly at the Institute of Public Health
tees (PSC) so as to ensure co-ordination in the Engineering, with a regional network which will
delivery of integrated programmes in the sector. It include the social sciences and engineering depart-
also recommends an inter-provincial committee ments at Karachi, Peshawar and Lahore. Training

PC) for developing common design standards and in social mobilization and low-cost technologies
criteria, standard specifications for plant and equip- should be incorporated into curricula of university
ment, common training programmes and the shar- and technical traininginstitutecourses. Field place-
ingof experience. The PSCs should consistof secre- ments should form a mandatory part of training
taries/heads of the Planning and Development, programmes.
PHED, LGRDD, Social Welfare, Education and Health 6. The role of NGOs in the sector should be pro-
departments, with co-ordination by the Planning moted. Special encouragement must be given to
and Development Department. The major objective NGOs which have already demonstrated the ability
behind the establishment of PSCs, which may meet to develop activities in the sector in low-income
quarterly, is to ensure full sectoral co-ordination in areas.
the delivery of integrated programmes in the sec- 7. Water, sanitation and hygiene education are
tor. necessarycomponents of an integrated programme

2. The IPC will comprise nominated members of for achievement of maximum health benefits. In
the PSCs and one member each from the Planning areas where water supply and sanitation schemes
Commission and the Federal Ministry of LGRDD. already exist, they should be complemented by
The IPC should also have representatives from the hygiene education programmes. Where perceived
FATA, Northern Areas andAzad Jammu&Kashmir. need and demand for sanitation and/or hygiene
Meetings of this committee will be held at least once education is lacking, awareness must be created by
a year before the formulation of the ADP. Its func- social mobilization and education. As a general
tions will be to evolve common design standards principle, for new projects social mobilisation
and criteria, suggest standardisation of equipment, should precede all project interventions, and these
share experience in methodologies and organize interventions should follow demand as expressed
joint training programmes and workshops. The IPC in a memorandum of understanding.
will have a secretariat located in the Federal Minis- 8. In view of the ambitious targets for extension
try of LGRDD. The Secretariat should be funded and of coverage in the Five-PointProgramme and there-
staffed by the Federal Government, keeping in view after to the year 2000, the implementation capacity
provincial representation. It should comprise not of the PHED should be augmented in the short run
more than two or three professionals. Details of by the involvement of consultants in the planning,
staffing should be worked out by the IPC. The design and supervision of schemes.
secretariatwill also act as a data centre, aresource
group and perform programme monitoring func- . C R
tions. B. CommunityRoles and Responsibilities

3. A conference should be held every two years
at different locations by rotation among the prov- 9. To institutionalize the role of the community
inces to share experiences and should be funded by in the sector, two levels of organization must be es-
the Federal Government. tablished. Broad-based village water, health and

4. There should be a formal memorandum of sanitation associations would include representa-
understanding between the participants in a proj- tives from most households. From this body a
ect, viz., the village organisation and the govern- special committee should be drawn for the de-
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tailed implementation and management of proj- workers; traditional birth attendants; and teach-
ects either directly or in liaison with the sponsor- ers, including religious teachers, should be pro-
ing PHED/LGRDD departments. The village organi- vided with basic training in hygiene education.
sations should be established with the support of This training should be conducted by women
the Union. They should not necessarily be regis- master trainers, if possible, such as lady health
tered as non-governmental organisations. With the visitors.
assistance of the PHED, LGRDD and other line de- 13. Implementation of schemes embodying
partments, these organisations should participate simple technology should be handed over to com-
in and be responsible for the planning, execution, munities (through appropriate village organisa-
O &M and financing mechanisms of schemes. tions), who should be responsible for project exe-

10. Communitiesshouldbeadequatelyprepared cution. Adequate technical support should, how-
for the execution and management of projects ever, be provided to them. In the case of schemes
prior to their commencement. Technical, involving more complex technology, an effort
organisational and financial skills are required and should be made progressively to hand over the
should be provided by expanded LGRDD execution function to communities once they have
Department staff trained in water and sanitation acquired adequate technical and managerial capa-
technologyandsocialmobilization.PHEDengineers bilities through training and extension services.
should also be trained in social mobilization skills
so that they may involve communities inL decisions C Technology Choice
on the location, service levels, financing and
operations & maintenance requirements of
schemes. The LGRDD Department should co- 14. A formal mechanism between WAPDA and
ordinate with other line departments to provide each provincial PHED, LGRDD and Irrigation de-
extension services to the communities, and should partment should be established to exchange water
draw upon line departments' resources to impart resource data and fill in identified data gaps.
training. Mechanisms will be prepared and instituted

11. Government staff from the PHED, LGRDD, through the PSC to ensure sound water resource
Health and Education Departments should be management.
trained as master trainers at the existing LGRDD 15. In order to provide a basic level of service,
Department'sinstitutes,whichneedtobestrength- low-cost technologyshould be used. A basic level
ened. This training should include social mobiliza- of service is defined as acommunitysupplylocated
tion, basic water and sanitation technologies, outside the household at a convenient distance
accounting, projectmanagement, andhealth educa- (which may vary with location). Capital and recur-
tion. Master trainers should then be responsible ring costs of technologies adopted should be the
for providing training and support to village minimum possible costs. Appropriate low-cost tech-
organizations. Suitable arrangements for their nologies might be spring-based gravity schemes,
mobility will have to be ensured. The number of handpumps, and on-site latrines, depending on
trainers will depend on the resources available and site conditions.
the settlement pattern of the geographical areas. In 16. In recommending the adoption of least-cost
addition, the private sector may be supported in its technologies, it is assumed that the upgrading or
role of training local artisans. Promotional costs augmentation of existing supplies will be consid-
should not be included in costs to be recovered ered as a matter of course and appropriate solu-
from beneficiaries. tions adopted. Also, technology choice should be

12. The participation of women in the sector lbased on the most reliable energy source.
should be increased through their role as sanita- 17. All technologies adopted should be socially
tion promoters and community health workers, acceptable, economically sustainable, technically
wherever social and cultural conditions permit. efficient and environmentally sound. That is,
The ultimate target for the proportion of women in schemes should be designed to provide the high-
these cadres should be one-half. Existing village est level of service demanded by the community
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providing that it is able and willing to pay for, tributions may be in the form of labour, materials
operate and maintain such schemes subsequently. and/or cash. This will ensure the sense of owner-

18. Designs should be standardised to the extent ship essential to the operation and management of
possible so as to facilitate training and mainte- schemes. Above basic service levels, beneficiaries
nance and avoid high-cost, custom-made designs. should bear the full cost of the incremental service.
It is recommended that each province prepare Moreover, users should bear the full cost of 0 & M
standard design manuals for water and sanitation over their schemes. These costs can be greatly
which include: reduced through user participation in scheme

a. collection of data; management.
b. design criteria; 22. For simple schemes, communities should be

made responsible for operation and maintenance.
c. alternative standard designs; and For complex schemes, in the short term, 0 & M

d. specifications and tender documents. should be carried out by the PHED and transferred
19. Research and development should only be gradually to Union Councils as their technical ca-

addressed to those issues actually requiring fur- pacity to shoulder such responsibilities is devel-
ther research. A vast amount of data on low-cost oped.
appropriate technology exists worldwide and this 23. The community should be responsible for
should be gathered and disseminated through the the mechanism of revenue collection and manage-
PSCs. ment of funds.

20. An entrepreneur support programme to en- 24. In view of the increasing demand on water re-
hance the role of the private sector is recom- sources and for the disposal of water, it is recom-
mended which would include the following: mended that each province study existing legisla-

a. credit facilities should be provided through tion to determine future requirements for better
institutions such as the IDBP (Industrial Develop- control.
ment Bank of Pakistan), the commercial banks, 25. Monitoring and evaluation of 0 & M should
etc.; be vested in provincial departments such as the

b. designs and information should be standard- PHED and LGRDD.
ized; 26. Where a cluster of villages exists, a central

c. there should be training programmes for con- committee should be formed to operate and main-
tractors; and tain the central facilities whether they be central

d. contractors should be certified for special tubewellandpumpingstations,orcommonstream,
types of contracts. canal or spring intakes. Membership of the central

committee should be made up of members of the

D. Operations and Maintenance and Cost downstream village organisations.
Recovery

21. Users should bear part of the cost of the pro-
vision of a basic level of service. These partial con-
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IN WORKSHOP ON CASE STUDIES IN RURAL
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

Islamabad, April 5-7, 1988

A. PROJECT PERSONNEL RDLF, Planning and 20. Mr. Saeed Ahmad Khokhar,
1 . Representation of BUSTI, Development Division, Director (Designs),

Baldia, Karachi. Islamabad (816897) Public Health Engineering
BaldiQatul, n Bakhtlari) 11. Mustansar Khan, Department,
(.Dr. Muhatuad AlmBt,Deputy Chief, Lahore (212280)

2. Dr. Mohammad Aslam Butt, Physical Planning and 21. Mr. A.K. Qazi,

Baluchistan Integrated Area Housing, Chief Engineer,
Developmentan BIntegrated ArPlanning and Development Public Health Engineering
Development (QIA) Division, Department,
Project, Quetta Islamabad (827040) Hyderabad (32966)

3. Mr. Hafeez-ur-Rahman, 12. Dr. S. Anwar Ahmed, 22. Mr. Syed Muzafar Husain
Deputy Commissioner, Asst. Director, Zaidi,
Administrator, Ministry of Health, Director (Designs),
District Mansehra (Tel. 2513) Islamabad (821833) Public Health Engineering

4. Mr. Farid Khan Jadoon, 13. Mr. Mohammad Hussain, Department,
Assistant Director, Chief, Hyderabad (34715)
Local Government 5-Point Programme Cell, 23. Mr. Hamayun Farshori,
Department, Planning and Development Director General (Rural
IMansehra (Tsel. 2506) Division, Government),

B. GOVERNMENT Islamabad (823656) Local Government and Rural

Federal 14. Mr. Abdul Qayul, Development Department,
5. Mr. Sajjad Haider Jiillani, Deputy Chief P P & H, Karachi (516494)

Joint Secretary, Planning and Development 24. Mr. Mohammad Iqbal Khan
Ministry of Local Government Division. Swati,
and Rural Development, Provincial Director General,

Local Government and RuralIslamabad (820350) 15. Mr. Nazir Hussain Afridi, Development Department,
6. Sahibzada Mohibul Haq, Chief Engineer, Peshawar (73109)

Director (P), Public Health Engineering 25. Mr. Mushtaq Ahmad Malik,
Ministry of Local Government Department, Director heneral,
and Rural Development, Peshawar (74783) DIocal Government and Rural

16. Mr. Adbul Aziz, Development Department,
Islamabad (820298) Director (Designs), Lahore (414334)

7. Mr. Ijaz Akhtar, Public Health Engineering 26. Mr. Niaz Mohammad Khan,
Chief, Physical Planning and Department, Director
Housing, Planning and Peshawar (78753, 75432) Local Government and Rural
Development Division, 17. Mr. M. Azam Baloch, Development Department,
Islamabad (826207) Chief Engineer, Quetta (75048)

8. Dr. Feroza Ahmad, Public Health Engineering 27. Mr. Mohammad Akbar Khan,
Joint Secretary, RLDP Department, Chief, PP & H Section,
Planning and Development Quetta (71235) Planriing and Development
Division, 18. Mr. Shams-uz-Zuha Butt Department,
Islamabad (822838) Director (Designs), Lahore (64798)

9. Mr. Mohammad Mohsin Khan, Public Health Engineering 28. Mr. S.A. Waheed,
Joint Secretary, Social Welfare Department, Chief, PP & H Section,
and Special Education, Quetta (71235) Planning and Development
Ministry of Health and Social 19. Mr. Mira] Din, Department,
Welfare, Director, Karachi (513336)
Islamabad (822826) Public Health Engineering 29. Mr. M.A. Rashid,

10. Dr. Habib Ullah, Department, Chief
Deputy Chief, Lahore (212304) Public Health Engineering
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Planning and Development Ottawa, 55. Mr. S. Javed Shah,
Department, Canada Engineer
Quetta (71727) 40. Ms. Carol Kerfoot, 56. Mr. Sheikh Abdul Rehman,

30. Mr. Asmatullah Khan, Canadian Embassy, Engineer
Assistant Chief, Islamabad 57. Mr. Arif Hassan,
PP & H Section, 41. Ms. Nancy Garret, Planner
Planning and Development Health Adviso,r, 58. Dr. Quratul Ain Bakhtearf
Department, CIDA Sociologist (see also A.1)
Peshawar (78389) 42. Mr. James B. Kirch, G. WORLD BANK

31. Mr. Mohammad Safdar Zaman, Ottawa, 5. MRs. M ANn
Director, Canada 59. Mrs. MarJory Anne Bromhead,
Social Welfare Department, D. UNICEF Task Manager,
Peshawar (72817) Rural Water Supply,

32. Brig. M. Mumtaz Malik, S.J., 43. Mr. Peter Wurzell, Washington, D.C.
S.l.(M) UNICEF, 60. Mr. G. Read,
Director General, Islamabad Sanitary Engineer,
Social Welfare Department, 44. Mr. Raja Sher Afzal, Washington, D.C.
Lahore (312091, 63448) UNICEF, 61. Mr. Amanullah Khan Malik,

33. Mr. Noor Elahi Arain, Islamabad Projects Advisor,
Director, 45. Mr. K. Gibbs, (Urban Development and
Social Welfare Department, UNICEF, Water Supply)
Karachi (512435) Quetta Islamabad

34. Mr. Abdul Ghaffar Nasir, E. WHO 62. Mr. David Grey,
Deputy Director, 46. Mr. J.A.D'Emidio Washington, D.C.
Social Welfare Department, Sanitary Engineer 63. Mr. Terry Hall,
Quetta. FRSO CEEROSBangladesh

35. Mr. Taj Mohammad Naeem, F. RESOURCE PERSONS H. PROGRAMME
Secretary, Consultants ORGANISERS
Public Health Engineering 47. Dr. Hafiz Pasha, ORGAoLcaan
Department, Coordinator Ministry of Local and
Quetta 48. Mr. Zafar Ismail, Rural Development

36. Mr. Ehlich, Assistant Coordinator 63. Mr. Sajjad Haider Jilani,

Conshltant, 49. Mr. David White, Joint Secretary

37. Mr. Aslem han, Engineer 64. Sahibzada Mohibul Haq,
PHED Mr.slemKhanit n 50. Ms. Amineh Azam All, Director (Planning)
PHEDSanitation Rapporteur 65. Mr. Javed Chishti,

C. shIDar 51. Miss Aisha Ghaus, Deputy Director (Planning-li)
C* CIDA Economist World Bank

38. Mr. Jim Gorman, 52. Miss Shaina A7is, 66. Mr. Ananullah Khan Malik
Counsellor Development, Sociologist andl Rapporteur Projects Advisor,
Canadian Embassy, 53. Dr. Michael McGarry, (Urban Development & Water
Islamabad Engineer Supply)

39. Ms. Nicole Chartrand Tresch, 54. Mr. Alan Etherington, 67. Mrs. Maliha Husain
CIDA, Adult Educator Coordinalton Officer
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS AT THE POLICY CONFERENCE
Islamabad, April 13-14, 1988

A. GOVERNMENT Planning, Local Government & 25. Ms. Katherine Graf
Rural Development Swiss Development Corp.,

Federal Departments, Geneva
Government of Sind 26. Mr. Reinhard Thurner

Joint Secretary, 13. Mr. C. Mohammed Asghar Embassy of the FDR
Ministry of Local Goverenent Chief Engineer (North), 27. Mr. K. Kresse
and Rural Development Public Health Engineering Embassy of the FDR

Department, 28. Dr. Peter Wurzel
2. Dr. Feroza Ahmad Government of the Punjab UNICEF Islamabad

Joint Secretary (RDLP'), 14. Mr. C. Mohammned Siddiqc. GO
Planning & Development Executive Engineer (Chakwal), C- NGOs
Division Public Health Engineering 29. Col. Sadiq Malik (Rtd)

3. Mr. S. MohibulHaq Department, Rural Development
Director (Planning), Government of the Punjab Foundation Islamabad
Ministry of Local Govermnent 15. Mr. Gulmast Khan D. CIDA
and Rural Development Director (W & S), Peshawar

4. Mr. Mohammad Hussain Development Authority 30. Mr. JiA Kirch
Chief, PM's Five Point
Programme, Planning & 16. Mr. S.A. Waheed 31. Ms. Nancy Garrett
Development Division Chief (PP & H), CIDA, Ottawa

5. Mr. Aijaz Akhtar Planning & Development 32. Ms. Nicole Chartrand-Tresch
Chief, Physical Planning & Dept., CIDA, Ottawa

Government of Sind CD,Otw
Housing, Planning & 17. Mr. Tal M. Naeem 33. Ms. Carol Kerfoot
Development Division Secretary, Public Health Canadian Embassy, Islamabad

6. Mr. Javed Chishti Engineering Dept., E. THE WORLD BANK
Deputy Director (Planning [1), Government of Baluchistan 34. Ms. Marjory Anne Bromhead
Ministry of Local Government 18. Mr. Nazir Husain Afridi Task Manager, Washington,
and Rural Development Chief Engineer, D.C.

Provincial Public Health Engineering 35. Mr. Geoffrey Read
Dept., Washington, D.C.

7. Mr. Umer Kazi Government of NWFP 36. Mr. David Grey
Chief, Foreign Aid, 19. Mr. C. Ghulam Qadir Washington, D.C.
Planning & Development Chief, Foreign Aid, Planning & 37. Mr. Terry Hall
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